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Abstract

Cataclysmic Variables (CVs) are binaries in which a WD accretes from a low-

mass companion. CVs are the best-suited laboratories to test our understanding

of the evolution of compact, interacting binaries as they are numerous, relatively

bright, and both stellar components are structurally simple. Nonetheless, while

a large fraction (' 40− 80%) of the present-day Galactic CV population is

expected to be old, highly evolved and to host brown dwarf companions, yet

very few of these so-called “period bouncers” have been identified so far. The

lack of these systems in the observed Galactic CV population possibly

suggests that the physical mechanisms driving CV evolution (such as

the common envelope phase, the mechanisms of angular momentum

loss and/or the response of the companions to the mass loss) are still

not completely understood.

The Compact binary HIgh CAdence Survey (CHiCaS) is a high cadence pho-

tometric survey performing three hours of uninterrupted time series photometry

at one minute cadence over 136 square degrees of sky with JAST/T80Cam. CHi-
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CaS aims to unambiguously identify the predicted large population of period-

bounce CVs via detection of binary eclipses, thus providing an observational

support for the current evolutionary models of all kind of compact binaries, such

as black hole binaries, X-ray transients, double degenerates or SN Ia progenitors.

Moreover, CHiCaS will deliver high cadence lightcurves along with full-colour

information for about 2.5 million stars, thus identifying several hundred thou-

sand variable stars, including eclipsing and contact binaries, pulsating

and flaring stars, which will provide a significant legacy value.

Keywords: white dwarfs, cataclysmic variables, survey, binary evolution

1. Introduction

Cataclysmic variables (CVs) are short-period (' 80 min to ' day) binaries

in which a white dwarf is accreting from a late-type companion star. CVs

are some of the nearest and brightest (〈V 〉 ' 18 mag) laboratories to test our

understanding of the physics of binary evolution in mass exchanging systems.

The evolution of CVs (and of all other compact binaries) is dic-

tated by orbital angular momentum loss which continuously shrinks

the system, driving its evolution from long to short orbital periods

(Rappaport et al., 1983; Paczynski and Sienkiewicz, 1983; Spruit and

Ritter, 1983). The evolution proceeds in this way until the system reaches the

“period minimum”, which theory predicts to be Porb ' 70 min (Goliasch

and Nelson, 2015; Kalomeni et al., 2016; Belloni et al., 2018). At this

stage, the secondary is expected to reach such a low mass (Msec ' 0.06 M�)

that core H-burning ceases, and the star turns into a brown dwarf and stops

shrinking in response to the mass loss. Consequently, the system evolves back

towards longer orbital periods becoming a “period bouncer”.

While the currently available observations confirm a number of predictions

from binary evolution theory, such as the different mechanisms of angular mo-

mentum loss driving CV evolution at long and short orbital periods (Townsley

and Gänsicke, 2009; Pala et al., 2017), there are also a number of significant
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discrepancies between the population synthesis models and the properties of the

observed CVs. In particular, period bouncers are predicted to make up for a

large fraction of the present-day Galactic CV population ' 40− 80% (Kolb,

1993; Knigge et al., 2011; Goliasch and Nelson, 2015; Belloni et al.,

2020). However, despite more than 40 years of extensive research on CVs and

the identification of over 1400 systems (Ritter and Kolb, 2003), only a handful

of period bouncers have been discovered so far (Patterson et al., 2005; Unda-

Sanzana et al., 2008; Littlefair et al., 2006; Patterson, 2011; Kato et al., 2015,

2016; McAllister et al., 2017a; Neustroev et al., 2017; Pala et al., 2018). Solving

this discrepancy is critically important before the current models of compact

binary evolution can be sensibly applied to more complex systems, such as

black-hole and neutron star binaries, which are the sources of the gravitational

waves only recently detected by the LIGO experiment (Abbott et al., 2016; The

LIGO Scientific Collaboration et al., 2017), and the progenitors of Type Ia su-

pernovae (SNe Ia), our yardsticks for cosmological distance scales (Branch and

Tammann, 1992).

CVs are largely identified based on their accretion luminosity. This method

is biased towards bright, high mass accretion systems while, in contrast, period

bouncers are expected to be intrinsically faint (V ' 18.5− 20.5 mag, Pala et al.

2017), making their identification challenging. CVs are also identified thanks

to their disc outbursts1. However, owing to their low mass transfer rates, pe-

riod bouncers are expected to rarely, maybe never, experience outbursts, thus

disabling this identification method.

So far, several period bouncers candidates have been identified thanks to

their low mass ratios (q = Msec/MWD < 0.1, Patterson 2011; Kato et al. 2015,

2016). A measurement of the mass ratio can be obtained from superhumps,

1These are thermal instabilities in the accretion disc which cause a variation in the mass

transfer rate through it (Osaki, 1974; Hameury et al., 1998; Meyer and Meyer-Hofmeister,

1984) during which the system typically brightens by 4-9 magnitudes (Warner, 1995; Maza

and Gonzalez, 1983; Templeton, 2007).
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i.e. low-amplitude modulations observed in the lightcurve of short-period CVs

during superoutburts, using the empirical relationship calibrated by Kato and

Osaki (2013). However, the majority of these CVs are located near the pe-

riod minimum and thus it is difficult to unambiguously establish whether they

have already bounced back (see for example SDSS J123813.73–033933.0, Pala

et al. 2019b). Alternatively, period bouncers can be identified either from the

white dwarf effective temperature, since they are expected to host cold white

dwarfs (Teff . 11 000 K), as a consequence of the low mass accretion rate that

characterises these systems (Pala et al., 2017), or from the detection (either pho-

tometric or spectroscopic) of the brown dwarf companion (Pala et al., 2018).

However, each of these methods suffers from major limitations: expensive

ultraviolet observations are necessary for an accurate white dwarf temperature

determination; in order to measure mass ratios, stage A superhumps (Kato and

Osaki, 2013) are necessary but they are difficult to observe since they occur

only during the first one or two days of the outburst. Finally, a spectroscopic

detection of the secondary requires the reconstruction of the spectral energy

distribution of the system for which time consuming observations of individual

systems are necessary. Therefore the lack of these systems in the observed CV

population may be related to observational bias.

An alternative explanation includes inaccuracy of current models of binary

evolution. In particular, the evolution of stars undergoing mass loss, the com-

mon envelope phase during which the progenitor evolves up the giant branch

and engulfs the secondary star, and the mechanisms of angular momentum loss

are among the most critical and uncertain areas in the theoretical modelling

(see e.g Schreiber et al., 2016).

It is therefore both timely and important to thoroughly investigate the dis-

agreements between observations and theory describing CV evolution. Here,

we present the Compact binary HIgh CAdence Survey (CHiCaS), a new ob-

serving program aimed to unambiguously identify, for the first time, the elusive

population of period bouncers.
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2. The search for period bouncers

Period bouncers are expected to be very faint (V & 18.5 mag, Pala

et al. 2017) with their accretion discs and donors negligibly contributing to

the emission of the system. Hence, period bouncers are expected to resemble

cool, faint and apparently single white dwarfs. Nonetheless, the binary nature of

these systems can be unveiled via the detection of white dwarf eclipses. Period

bouncers have orbital periods in the range 80 min. Porb . 120 min and, given

the tightness of the binary (the typical orbital separation between the two stellar

component is of the order of the solar radius), ' 15 − 20 per cent of period

bouncers will be seen under the right inclination from the Earth, in such a

way that the Earth-sized white dwarf is eclipsed for a few minutes by its larger

Jupiter-sized brown dwarf donor every ' 90 min. From the analysis of the

eclipse lightcurve it is then possible to accurately measure the orbital period and

the masses of two stellar components (e.g. Littlefair et al., 2006). Particularly,

the donor mass (M2) allows to unambiguously distinguish between CVs that

have not evolved through the period minimum yet (M2 ' 0.14 M�) and period

bounce CVs (M2 . 0.06 M�, see for example figure 5 from Howell et al. 2001)

The optimal strategy to detect the faint population of eclipsing period bounc-

ers hence requires deep observations in combination with high-time resolution

photometry, in order to reconstruct high cadence lightcurves and detect the

white dwarf eclipses, which last only few minutes. Moreover, given the

expected low space density of CVs, ρ ' 2× 10−5pc−3 (Hernández San-

tisteban et al., 2018; Belloni et al., 2018, 2020), a large area of sky needs

to be surveyed in order to build a statistically significant sample and perform a

stringent test of the predictions of binary population synthesis studies. Given

the orbital period range spanned by period bouncers, the lightcurves should

be obtained over, at least, three hours of consecutive observations, in order to

maximise the probability of detecting at least one eclipse per system. Finally,

additional multi-band photometric observations are required to select period

bouncer candidates from their colours.
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This observing strategy has been proven to be successful for shorter period

binaries (Porb . 70 min) by two ongoing surveys: the RApid Temporal Survey

(RATS, Ramsay and Hakala 2005) and the OmegaWhite survey (Macfarlane

et al., 2015). RATS is a survey aimed to identify new ultracompact binaries,

specifically AM CVn stars, i.e. binary systems in which a white dwarf is accret-

ing from a helium–rich degenerate companion. Using the Wide Field Camera

(WFC) on the 2.5-meter Isaac Newton Telescope (INT), RATS has so far cov-

ered 31 square degrees at 30 s cadence, observing three million objects as faint as

g ' 23 mag (Barclay et al., 2011). OmegaWhite is a survey with the same aim

as RATS that uses OmegaCam at the 2.65-meter VLT Survey Telescope (VST)

to search 400 square degrees of the sky at a median cadence of 2.7 min and a

limiting magnitude g ' 21.5 mag. So far, OmegaWhite has observed 134 square

degrees of the sky along the Galactic plane, for a total of 12.3 million stars

(Toma et al., 2016). Both surveys have led to the discovery of new AM CVns,

CVs, pulsating stars and eclipsing binaries. However, they both observed each

field for two hours, a strategy optimised for the detection of ultracompact bi-

naries but not for period bounce CVs. As explained above, longer observations

are required to identify these highly evolved CVs and the we here describe the

Compact binary HIgh CAdence Survey (CHiCaS), which represents the first

systematic attempt to unambiguously identify the elusive population of period

bouncers.

3. The Compact binary HIgh CAdence Survey

CHiCaS is a high-cadence photometric survey carried out with T80Cam

at the 80 cm Javalambre Auxiliary Survey Telescope (Javalambre Observatory,

Teruel, Spain, Cenarro et al. 2010), managed and constructed by the Centro de

Estudios de F́ısica del Cosmos de Aragón (CEFCA).

T80Cam is a wide-field (1.4 ◦ × 1.4 ◦ field of view) 9.2 k × 9.2 k pixel CCD

camera with pixels of 10µm size, which is read simultaneously from 16 ports

(Table 1). T80Cam is equipped with a set of 12 filters, including five of the
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SDSS-like band passes. Thanks to this characteristic and its large field of view,

T80Cam is the ideal instrument to perform high-time resolution photometry

on large areas of sky and to acquire the multi-band photometric observations

required to identify period bouncers.

The observations started on January 2017 and, by the end of 2020, CHiCaS

will perform high-time resolution photometry at one minute cadence of 68 fields,

corresponding to a total of 136 square degrees. Reaching a limiting magnitude

of g ' 22 mag in dark time and g ' 21.5 mag in gray time, the program will

deliver lightcurves for ' 2.5 million objects. Moreover, using the Sloan ugriz

and the Hα filters (Table 2), full colour information will be provided for every

object in the survey footprint.

The fields have been identified within low galactic latitude (|b| ' 15 ◦) re-

gions. Low reddening (E(B − V ) < 0.05) fields have been selected using the

three-dimensional map of interstellar dust reddening based on Pan-STARRS 1

and 2MASS photometry (Green et al., 2015). Each field has been inspected by

eye using DSS (Digitized Sky Survey) images to ensure that it contains a fair

amount of objects and, at the same time, it is not too crowded and allows to

perform accurate photometry.

The observing strategy consists in acquiring the deep broad-band images

first, from the bluest to the reddest filter, concluding with the Hα filter. The

deep imaging acquisitions are followed by uninterrupted time-series photometry

in the gSDSS band with one-minute cadence, using the readout mode # 5 (i.e.

with 12 s readout time and ' 3.4 e− (RMS) readout noise) of each field for 3

hours, thus maximising the probability to identify at least one eclipse per period

bouncer.

Given the low CV space density and assuming (i) to detect systems

out to ' 600 pc, i.e. corresponding to the distance to SDSS J105754.25+275947.5

(McAllister et al., 2017b) one of the faintest period bouncers identi-

fied so far, and (ii) that the systems are distributed with the density

profile describd by Pala et al. (2019a) (their equation 6) with a typical

scale hight of 280 pc, we expect to find 0.43 CVs per square degree,
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Table 1: Properties of the JAST/T80Cam.

FoV 1.4◦ × 1.4◦

CCD format 9 216 pix× 9 232 pix

Pixel size 10µm× 10µm

Pixel scale 0.55′′/pixel

Number or read modes 16

Redout time (# 5) 12 s

Readout noise (# 5) 3.4 e− (RMS)

Minimum exposure time 0.1 s

that is a total of 59 CVs in the CHiCaS footprint. Assuming that

period bouncers make up for 80 per cent of the observed CVs and tak-

ing into account the probability that the system must be seen under

the right inclination (' 16%) to detect eclipses, we expect to identify

eight period bouncers at the end of the program. Given the small

number of systems we expect to detect, the significance of our results

will require careful statistical considerations. Considering 95 per cent

and 99 per cent confidence levels, the detection of, respectively, four

and two eclipsing period bouncers would still be in agreement with

the standard model of CV evolution. If, on the other hand, we detect

only one or none systems, our results will clearly indicate the fail-

ure of the current models used to describe CV evolution. As a final

caveat, we have to remember that these numbers have been calcu-

lated assuming to detect a total of 59 CVs and, in order to carry out

a statically significant test, these confidence levels need to be rescaled

according to the total number of CVs we will identify in the CHiCaS

footprint.
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Table 2: Effective wavelengths and passbands for the JAST/T80Cam filters employed in

CHiCaS.

Filter Effective wavelength Band width

(Å) (Å)

uJAVA 3485 508

gSDSS 4803 1409

rSDSS 6254 1388

J0660 6600 145

iSDSS 7668 1535

zSDSS 9114 1409

3.1. Scientific objectives

The main goal of this program is to carry out a critical test of binary evo-

lution models by searching for the missing CV population of period bouncers.

Moreover, at the same time, CHiCaS will deliver a large amount of data which

will provide a valuable legacy of additional scientific results:

• Asteroseismology is a powerful tool to study stellar interiors and deter-

mine physical parameters, including masses, temperatures, and magnetic

fields. From our program we will obtain lightcurves of different kind of

pulsators, including δ Scuti and GW Virginis stars. Furthermore, using

the method from Gentile Fusillo et al. (2016), we can also identify ZZ Ceti

stars, investigating the fundamental properties (internal structure, core

and envelope mass and magnetic field) of these pulsating white dwarfs.

• The period gap is one of the most prominent feature in the CV orbital

period distribution. In this period range, CVs evolve as detached white

dwarf plus main sequence star systems, hosting secondaries of spectral

type M4-M6 (Zorotovic et al., 2016). Thanks to the multi-band images

we acquire in our survey, we can easily identify these important objects

from their colour (Rebassa-Mansergas et al., 2012). Their orbital periods
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will be determined from the ellipsoidal modulation in their lightcurves

and, with only one follow-up spectrum, we can determine the spectral

type of the secondary. In this way, we will identify the CVs that are

presently crossing the period gap, carrying out another powerful test of

CV evolution theory.

• Eclipsing systems are the gold standard to measure precise stellar masses

and radii (Torres et al., 2010). Our survey will detect thousands of eclips-

ing binaries, including detached, semi-detached and contact systems. Of

particular interest are double white dwarf binaries, which will provide the

opportunity to investigate one of the possible channels leading to SN Ia

explosions. Moreover double white dwarf binaries are among the brightest

known low frequency gravitational wave sources are of critical importance

to verify the performance of the space-based gravitational wave mission

LISA and calibrate the detector for future gravitational wave source dis-

coveries (Kupfer et al., 2018).

• Finally, eclipsing white dwarf plus main sequence star systems will de-

liver masses and radii of the two stellar components which can be used

to constrain the mass-radius relationships for both white dwarfs (Parsons

et al., 2017) and M-dwarfs (Parsons et al., 2018), thus probing the fun-

damental physics in different states of matter and allowing to constrain

common envelope phase by reconstruction of their evolution (Zorotovic

et al., 2010).

4. Observations and data reduction

CHiCaS has been awarded a total of 268.25 hours and, at the time of writ-

ing, multi-band photometry has been acquired for 39 fields while time-series

photometry has been carried out for 19 fields. During the observations we were

able to identify objects as faint as g ' 22.5 mag, i.e. two magnitudes fainter

than expected for period bounce CVs (Figure 1). Here we report on the first
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Figure 1: Limiting magntidues for the 39 fileds of CHiCaS for which multi-band photometry

has been carried out, showing that the typical limiting magnitude that can be achieved in the

gSDSS band is g ' 22.5 mag, i.e. two magnitudes fainter than expected for period bounce

CVs.

analysis of these 39 fields for which multi–band photometry has been acquired,

which correspond to ' 50 per cent (i.e. 72 square degrees) of the total CHiCaS

footprint.

4.1. Photometric calibration and lightcurve extraction

The basic data reduction is performed by CEFCA. This includes bias re-

moval, flat fielding and the astrometric solution. The reduced data can be re-

trieved from their database. The sets of three exposures per filter were combined

into one image for each filter with higher SNR using SWarp2. The photometry

and lightcurve extraction was carried out following the subsequent procedure:

• a first run of SExtractor (Bertin and Arnouts, 1996) was performed

on each image assuming a photometric aperture of five pixels in order to

generate a preliminary catalogue containing the position and the FWHM

of each source. In order to maximise the SNR, the median value of all

the measured FWHMs was then multiplied by 1.5 and was used as input

2SWarp is a program that resamples and co-adds together FITS images (Bertin et al.,

2002).
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aperture for a second run of SExtractor. This returned a catalogue

containing the positions and the instrumental magnitudes of all the iden-

tified sources in each image.

• The catalogue of each image generated in the previous step was then cross-

matched with the catalogue from the first data release of Pan-STARRS

(Chambers and Pan-STARRS Team, 2018), which provides photometry

in the g, r, i and z filters. For each reference star identified, the differ-

ence between the instrumental magnitude and the tabulated value was

calculated. The median value was then added to the instrumental magni-

tude of all detected sources to perform the photometric calibration in the

corresponding filter band. Pan-STARRS does not provide photometric

observations in the blue and Hα filters and the calibration of the uJAVA

and J0660 bands is described in the following Section.

• The previous steps returned the photometric calibration for both the

multi-band and the time-series observations. The lightcurve extraction

was then performed using the gSDSS -band image acquired to construct

the colour–colour diagrams as a reference. Each detected source in this

image was cross-matched with the catalogue of the time–series frames,

thus providing the corresponding lightcurve.

4.2. Calibration of the uJAVA and J0660 bands

We used the photometry from early data release (EDR, Angulo 2017) of the

J-PLUS survey (Cenarro et al., 2019), whose footprint partially overlap with

that of CHiCaS, to perform the calibration of the uJAVA and J0660 bands.

In the case of the J0660 band, we estimated the “stellar locus” in a diagram

J0660− gSDSS vs. J0660− rSDSS for the J-PLUS data. Assuming that the

difference in interstellar reddening between our data and J-PLUS is negligible

and that the gSDSS and rSDSS filters were properly calibrated, we computed

the offset to place the CHiCaS data on top of the J-PLUS ones. The offset re-

sults in ∆ = 6.2± 0.1 mag. We then added ∆ to the instrumental magnitude of
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all detected sources in all the CHiCaS footprint to perform the photometric cal-

ibration in the J0660 filter band. A caveat on this method is that we neglected

the effect of different atmospheric conditions, e.g. the presence of clouds, that

may have occurred during the observations of different fields. This assumption

is necessary because, at present, J-PLUS is the only survey that partially over-

laps with our footprint and that provides photometric observations in the same

Hα filter.

In order to calibrate the uJAVA band we used a similar approach. We com-

pared the (uJAVA - gSDSS ) vs. (gSDSS - rSDSS ) diagram from all objects in

J-PLUS EDR with the corresponding diagram of each field observed by CHi-

CaS. The latter was built using the gSDSS and rSDSS magnitudes calibrated

from Pan-STARRS and the instrumental magnitudes in the case of the uJAVA

filter. For each field, we then calculated the offset necessary to shift the main

sequence from CHiCaS to overlap with the main sequence from J-PLUS EDR.

This calibration method provides an accuracy of ' 0.05 mag.

5. CV and white dwarf candidates

White dwarf candidates can be selected thanks to their colours, since they

occupy the bluest region (top left corner) of the (g − r, u− g) space. However,

additional constraints are required in order to discriminate these candidates

from other blue objects that populate the same colour region, such as quasars.

Since white dwarfs are nearby objects, they are characterised by high proper

motions that can be used to distinguish them from these contaminants.

Gentile Fusillo et al. (2015) have developed a method that, by combining

multi-band photometry and proper motions, provides the probability for an

object being a white dwarf (PWD). Therefore, for the sources in 39 fields of

view observed so far (' 1 200 000 stars), we retrieved the proper motion from

the PPMXL catalogue (Roeser et al., 2010) and, following the method of Gentile

Fusillo et al. (2015), we identified ' 2 400 stars with a probability of being a

white dwarf PWD > 75% (blue dots in Figure 2). Some of these white dwarf
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Figure 2: Colour–colour diagrams for all the objects observed by CHiCaS so far. White dwarf

candidates (blue dots) can be selected thanks to their colours since they occupy the bluer

region (top left corner) of the (g−r, u−g) space. Some of them show an infrared excess since

are located in the top right corner of the (r−Hα, r− i) space. This suggests the presence of

either a late–type companion (as in the case of CVs) or a debris disc (e.g. Girven et al. 2011).

candidates are redder than the others, as suggested by their location on the

right side of the (r − i, r − Hα) plane (bottom panel of Figure 2), suggesting

the presence of a possible infrared excess. These systems are CVs candidates

in which the excess could arise from a late-type companion. Alternatively, a

white dwarf with a debris disc could also explain the observed colour excess

(e.g. Girven et al. 2011).
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6. Spectroscopic follow-up

CHiCaS J064932.81+233550.83 and CHiCaS J065009.61+232350.94 are two

sample white dwarf candidates showing an infrared excess, which is a clue of

the presence of either a late companion or a debris disc. In order to investi-

gate the origin of this excess we have obtained VLT/X–shooter spectroscopic

observations of these two targets on January 2018.

CHiCaS J064932.81+233550.83 is a binary containing a white dwarf and a

M–dwarf companion (Figure 3, top). Since we do not detect ellipsoidal modu-

lation in its lightcurve (Figure 3, bottom), it is likely that this system is a post

common envelope binary and not a CV crossing the period gap. Nonetheless,

its identification proofs our capability of detecting such systems.

CHiCaS J065009.61+232350.94 is a faint single white dwarf (Figure 4, top).

We do not identify any additional source of emission in its spectrum that could

explain its infrared excess (Figure 4, bottom). We therefore conclude that our

T80 photometric observations were contaminated by a background object. In-

deed, inspecting the Pan-STARRS image of this field, we noticed

that a red object is located at ' 4′′ from our target. Given that the

night during which the multi-band observations were acquired was

characterised by a seeing of ' 3′′, it possible that this red source con-

taminated the photometry of our target. Instead, during the VLT

observations, the two objects were clearly resolved, thus explaining

the lack of infra-red excess in the X-shooter spectrum. In any case, CHi-

CaS J065009.61+232350.94 illustrates that our identification method for faint,

isolated white dwarf (as period bouncers are expected to look like) is successful

and that we have all the tools necessary to identify the elusive population of

period bounce CVs.

Additional spectroscopic follow-up of white dwarf candidates has been car-

ried during 50 hours of GTC/OSIRIS observations and the results from this

observing program will be presented in a future work.
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Figure 3: Top: VLT/X-shooter spectrum of CHiCaS J064932.81+233550.83. The broad

Balmer absorption features reveal the white dwarf photosphere. On the red portion of the

spectrum, the emission of the system is dominated by the M-dwarf companion, whose presence

is unveiled by the TiO absorption band and the strong Na I doublet at ' 8200 Å. In the

core of the Balmer lines, the emission lines arising from the photosphere of the M-dwarf as

a consequence of the irradation from the hotter companion are clearly visible. Bottom:

lightcurve of CHiCaS J064932.81+233550.83. No periodic variations that would allow the

determination of the orbital period are detected.
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Figure 4: Top: VLT/X-shooter spectrum of CHiCaS J065009.61+232350.94 (top). The un-

mistakable white dwarf signature are the broad Balmer absorption features. The red portion

of the spectrum is contaminared by residual from residuals from the sky line removal and no

additional sources are detected that can explain the photometric infrared excess. Bottom:

Colour–magnitude diagram for all detected sources (grey dots) Field 26 of CHiCaS, where

CHiCaS J065009.61+232350.94 (red dots) is located.



7. Selected objects

From our preliminary analysis of the lightcurves from the first year of ob-

servations, we have identified some interesting objects that well illustrate the

legacy value of our observing program. In particular, we have identified sev-

eral asteroids (e.g. Figure 5), flaring stars (e.g. Figure 6), pulsating stars (e.g.

Figure 7) and contact binaries (e.g. Figure 8).

8. Future work and conclusions

CHiCaS is the the first systematic attempt to unambiguously identify the

population of period bouncers. This survey will provide a complete and unbiased

view into short term variability: by observing 136 square degrees of sky at one

minute cadence, it will deliver lightcurves and full colour information for ' 2.5

million stars as faint as g ' 22.5 mag.

The preliminary results of this program have shown that high-cadence time-

series photometry with JAST/T80Cam allows the identification of faint CVs and

white dwarfs, binary systems (either detached, semi/detached or in contact),

pulsating and flaring stars and even solar system asteroids.

One of the most prominent features in the CV orbital period distribution

is the lack of systems in the period gap, where CVs evolve as detached white

dwarf plus main sequence star binaries, hosting secondaries of spectral type

M4-M6. Thanks to the accurate calibration of the uJAVA filter band, we are

also able to identify these systems from their colours (Rebassa-Mansergas et al.,

2012). Their orbital periods will be determined from the ellipsoidal modulation

in their lightcurves and, with only one follow–up spectrum, we can determine

the spectral type of the secondary. In this way, we will identify the CVs that

are presently crossing the period gap, carrying out another stringent test on CV

evolution.

Using the method from Gentile Fusillo et al. (2015), we have proven our

capability to identify faint white dwarfs, as period bouncers are expected to look

like. If period bouncers do exist, thanks to this photometric survey exploring

18



136 degrees of the sky, we will be able to unambiguously identify these elusive

systems thus carrying out a critical test on the present models of CV evolution.
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